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Abstract 
This paper describes a deformable elastic matching 
approach to Handwritten Chinese Character Recog- 
nition(HCCR). Handwritten character is regarded as 
a kind of deformable object, with elastic property. 
For the same category of character, we assume that 
different handwriting variations share the same topo- 
logical structure, but may differ in shape details. The 
variations between different handwriting characters 
are modelled by a set of stroke displacement vec- 
tors(SDV). According to  the SDV derived, a model 
character is deformed gradually, in an effort to  trans- 
form itself much closer to  an input character. Ex- 
periments show that the proposed elastic matching 
model can efficiently deal with local shape changes 
and variations between characters. 

Key words: Elastic matching, deformation, hand- 
written Chinese character recognition, displacement 
vector, flexible template. 

1 Introduction 

Object recognition and image interpretation using 
rigid model is well established. Objects under such 
modelling only undergo translation and rotation. 
However, in many practical situations, real world ob- 
jects not only translate, rotate, but also scale and 
may even be deformable. In such case, rigid model is 
less powerful. Recently, modelling of objects as de- 
formable elastic bodies has gained more attention in 

computer vision and image processing[l]-[8]. Many 
deformable models for image analysis have been es- 
tablished, such as the Rubber Mask[l], Iterative Elas- 
tic Matching Technique[2], Energy Constraint De- 
formable Model[3], Point Distribution Model [5]-[6], 
and Active Contour Model[4]. 

Handwritten Character Recognition has been an 
attractive and challenging problem in the field of pat- 
tern recognition and computer vision for many years 
[9]. Handwritten Chinese character recognition is 
even more difficult due to the complex structure of 
Chinese characters, large vocabulary, many mutual 
similarity and great variability with different hand- 
writing styles. From our point of view, handwritten 
Chinese character can be regarded as a kind of de- 
formable.object. Although there are large variations 
in the same class of character for different styles of 
handwriting, the basic topological structures of them 
are the same. Different handwriting variations can be 
regarded as the distorted versions from a deformable 
model. Therefore, it is natural to  model handwrit- 
ten character with deformable template, which will 
be good enough to represent the essential topological 
structure of a class of characters. 

Some earlier works of using deformable model 
in handwriting recognition were reported by J.M 
Bertille [lo] and T. Wakahara [ll]. In [lo], Bertille 
applied an elastic matching technique to handwritten 
digit recognition. An unknown pattern is distorted 
under some constraints (Energy Function) to estab- 
lish a matching with the corresponding prototype. A 
cost function is defined to  measure the dissimilarity 
between the unknown character and the prototype. 
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However, the validity of this approach depends on 
the proper design of the energy function and cost 
function. For handwritten Chinese character, it is 
not easy to find such functions. In [ll], Wakahara 
proposed a robust deformable matching approach to 
handwritten numeral recognition. A Local Affine 
Transform (LAT) is employed to model the displace- 
ment of each points in a character image. A model 
character is distorted by the LAT operations so as to 
yield the best match to an input character. However, 
the structure of Chinese is so complex that it may 
not be sufficient to model distortions just by LAT. 
Moreover, the number of pixel points of Chinese char- 
acter is much more than that of numerals, therefore 
there would be heavy computation involved when this 
method is applied to Chinese character recognition. 

In this paper, we will propose a stroke-based de- 
formable elastic matching technique for handwritten 
Chinese character recognition(HCCR). Handwritten 
Chinese character is regarded as a kind of deformable 
object, with elastic property. Each class of character 
is modelled with a flexible template. When match- 
ing an unknown character with a template, a set of 
Displacement Vectors( DVs) is first derived from lc- 
cal match of these two characters, then the template 
is gradually deformed according to the displacement 
vectors, in an effort to be much closer to  the unknown 
character. As a Chinese character is written stroke 
by stroke, we will determine the displacement vec- 
tor based on strokes of a character, rather than pixel 
points of a character, hence making the matching prc- 
cess much faster and more efficient than a pixel-based 
matching scheme, like that in [lo] and [l l] .  After 
deformation process of all templates, the one which 
gives the best match will be selected as the recogni- 
tion result. 

In section 2, we will give details on how to deter- 
mine the stroke-based DV. In section 3 we apply the 
proposed method to handwritten Chinese character 
recognition. Section 4 gives the conclusion remark. 

2 

2.1 

Stroke- based deformable 
elastic matching 

Stroke representation of hand- 
written Chinese character 

A handwritten Chinese character is represented by a 
set of strokes: 

where si is the ith stroke of character C.  Stroke is 
a line segment in a character, thus it is natural to 
represent the stroke by it’s two end-points: 

si = {$,I3 = {(4, Yi”), (4, Yf)) 

2.2 Stroke Displacement Vector 
Given a model character M and an unknown charac- 
ter T: 

= {Sl, s2, -.., sm} , T = {tl,t2, ..., tn} 

where si = { p i , p ; }  is the ith stroke in M and t j  = 
{&,&} is the jth stroke in T .  Matching character 
M with T is equivalent to matching strokes of them 
accordingly. Variation and distortion between two 
characters can be described by a set of Displacement 
Vectors (DVs) derived from each stroke, as demon- 
strated in figure 1. 

Figure 1: A simple example to illuminate Displace- 
ment Vectors between two Chinese characters “ten” 

Displacement vector from stroke sa in M to stroke 
tj in T will be determined by the displacement from 
the two endpoints of si to tj respectively. We first 
consider the displacement vector - from an ... endpoint 
of s i ,  say, pi, to  t j .  Let A = p: - &, B = & - 
&, and 0 be the angle between A’ and B’ (See figure 
2). Displacement vector from point pj to stroke t j  is 
defined by: 

where 2 is the point 6 or 6 closest to p:, 7 and j’ 
are the basis vectors in two dimensional space. 

Figure 3 gives three cases of determining displace- 
ment vector from p; to stroke t j .  
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Figure 2: Geometry of displacement vector from a 
point to a stroke 

Figure 3: Three cases of DV from p; to stroke tj 

DV at the endpoint pi can be defined in the same 
way. Stroke displacement vector(SDV) from si to t j  
is represented by the QVs at it’s+two endpoints, which 
will be denoted as dvfj and dvfj respectively. Simi- 
larity, SDV from stroke t j  to si can be defined in the 
same way. We will denotes them as d$; and d$: 
(See figure 4 ). From physical view, these displace- 
ment vectors can be interpreted as “force” field acting 
on one stroke si, which try to distort it  to be like the 
other stroke t j .  We can now model character M with 
elastic property, so that all of its strokes can respond 
some what to the “force” field, in an effort to “trans- 
form” itself to be much closer to character T. 

9 Y  
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Figure 4: Stroke Displacement Vector Field 

2.3 Smoothing of Stroke Displace- 
ment Vectors 

As the structure of Chinese character is very com- 
plex, the whole stroke displacement vector field could 
be very complex too. Thus we can not determine 
the DV for a stroke si simply by equation (1) only. 
In fact, all displacement vector fields a t  the neighbor 
of si and t j  should have some degree of contribution 
in determining the SDV for si. Therefore, smooth- 
ing technique is used to provide the effect that near 
strokes have more influence on si and far strokes have 
less influence. First, to take into account of strokes 
in T, a Gaussian weighted function is employed to 
smooth all stroke displacement vectors derived from 
si to strokes in T, at start point and end point of si 
respectively, 

wSej, wi!, wi: are given in the same way. The 
smoothed DV can be viewed as a function of pushing 
and pul$ng force, where the DV from si to strokes 
in T ($vij, dv:ej) is interpreted as pushing force, and 
the DV from strokes in T to si (dG;, d3;) is inter- 
preted as pulling force. Here y is a damping factor, 
with value less than 1 result in overshoot and value 
greater than 1 result in undershoot. b k  is the stiffness 
parameter at the Lth iteration. I t  has been empiri- 
cally found to produce good result if the following 
functional form is used: 

where f is a constant in the range from 1 to 2. 
Furthermore, to take into account the displace- 

ment_vector fiel_d derived from the neighbors of stroke 
si, OKs and OKe will be smoothed again by the fol- 
lowing equation so as to produce the final stroke dis- 
placement vector (SDV) for si, 

(4) 
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(5) 

where: 

G; = exp{l lD~ll /T} 

Nij = { 

Gj" = exp{IIDvll/7-} 

1 
0 otherwise 

if s j  is a neighbor of si 

We found that equation (4) and (5) are essential 
for keeping the topological structure of a character 
during deformation. 

2.4 Iterative Elastic Matching Process 
Elastic matching a model character M with an un- 
known character T is performed by deforming the 
model M according to its SDVs obtained, step by 
step, to "transform" M much closer to T .  Deforma- 
tion of M is performed through the following equa- 
tion: 

{S;"}  = {sf} + {sdyt,Sdqet} (6 )  

t stands for the iteration number. Iteration stop cri- 
teria is: 

(7) 

where E is a predefined small value. 

by: 
Matching similarity between M and T is measured 

. m  

3 Experiments 
200 categories of frequently used Chinese characters 
are used in our experiments. 30 persons are asked 
to write each of the 200 character. Each handwritten 

character is scanned and normalized to 64 x 64 image 
pattern. A stroke extractor is then employed to ex- 
tract all strokes from the skeleton of the character[l2]. 

Two characters from each category are selected as 
the flexible templates, others are used as testing char- 
acters. When an unknown character is input, each 
template is matched with it by the elastic matching 
algorithm proposed. Figure 5 shows the iterative elas- 
tic matching process of two Chinese character "NO", 
figure 5(a) is the input character, 5(b) is the flexible 
template, 5(c) shows that after several iterations of 
deformation, the template has become very similar to 
the input character. Figure 6 gives another example. 

w IN 

Figure 5: Elastic matching process of two Chinese 
characters 'no'. (a). Input character. (b). The 
flexible model character. (c). The elastic matching 
process. Note that after seven iterations, the model 
character has been deformed to be very like the input 
character. 

Figure 6: (a). Input characters. (b). The flexible 
models. (c). Deformation and elastic matching pro- 
cess. 

After all templates have been matched with the 
unknown character, the one which gives the best 
match (with the minimal dissimilarity value) is picked 
up as the recognition result. Table 1 gives the ob- 
tained recognition rate for 100 and 200 categories 
of handwritten Chinese characters respectively, here 
each category contains 28 testing characters. 
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100 x 28 96.6% 

Table 1: Experimental results of recognizing 100 and 
200 categories of HCCs, each category contains 28 
variations of testing characters 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a deformable elas- 
tic matching model for handwritten Chinese charac- 
ter recognition. HCC is regarded as a kind of de- 
formable objects. Distortion among different hand- 
writing characters is modelled by a set of Stroke 
Displacement Vectors. Encouraging results were ob- 
tained. 

Extension of this method can be applied to line 
drawings matching and shape recognition as well. 

One disadvantage of the elastic matching model 
is that if the global misalignment between two image 
patterns is too large, it’s difficult to determine the 
correct Displacement Vectors and thus the matching 
scheme may fail. In such situation, deforming an ob- 
ject under some constraints(such as some topological- 
invariant features of the object) may merit further 
study. 
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